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Development and Testing of Gossamer/Deployable Structures for
Use in Space
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ABSTRACT

STRENGTHENING SPACE FOUNDATIONS

LARGE DEPLOYABLE TECHNOLOGIES FOR SPACE

Deployable structures come with the promise
and capability of reducing mass substantially on
QN?ACAP?ȓȩ ?LBȩ ?JJMUGLEȩ DMPȩ TCPWȩ AMKN?ARȩ QWQtems to be stored during the launch phase. Also,
there is a current growing need for larger apertures, solar panels, thermal shields and gossamer
sails. Hence, it is important that large deployable
structures are further developed and de-risked.
The Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of a great
part of these technologies is still very low in the
order of 2-3.
Thus, the objective of DEPLOYTECH is to develop
RFPCCȩQNCAGȏA ȩSQCDSJ ȩPM@SQR ȩ?LBȩGLLMT?RGTCȩJ?PECȩ
deployable space structures to a TRL of 6-8 in
RFCȩLCVRȩRFPCCȩWC?PQ ȩ2FCQCȩGLAJSBCȩ?ȩKȩVȩKȩ
Q?GJȩQRPSARSPCȩRF?RȩSQCQȩGLȐ?R?@JCȩRCAFLMJMEWȩDMPȩ
BCNJMWKCLRȩ?LBȩQSNNMPRȩ
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Large deployable space structures are needed as the backbone for various space systems
?LBȩ ?Qȩ ?Lȩ GLRCEP?Jȩ N?PRȩ MDȩ J?PECȩ PCȐCARMPQ ȩ
Earth observation satellite antennas and radars, radiators, Sun shields and solar arrays.
Advances in launch vehicle design have been
limited to date, and have not resulted in an increase in fairing size in the last three decades.
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?ȩKȩVȩKȩPMJJ MSRȩQMJ?Pȩ?PP?WȩRF?RȩSRGJGXCQȩ@GQR?@JCȩ AMKNMQGRCȩ @MMKQȩ ?LBȩ Kȩ QMJ?Pȩ Q?GJȩ !$0.ȩ
booms with a novel deployment mechanism for
CVRCLQGMLȩAMLRPMJ ȩJQM ȩBSPGLEȩRFGQȩNPMHCARȩQCTCP?Jȩ
QNCAGȏAȩKMBCJGLEȩ?ARGTGRGCQȩUGJJȩR?ICȩNJ?AC ȩDPMKȩ
an analysis of proper folding for membrane and
RS@CȩQRPSARSPCQȩRMȩRFCȩAMLRPMJJ?@GJGRWȩMDȩCVRCLQGML ȩ
modeling the deployment dynamics of several
structures to an improved analytical model for
bistable composite tubes.

What is the project designed
to achieve?
The objective of this project is to
BCTCJMNȩ ȩ QNCAGȏA ȩ SQCDSJ ȩ PM@SQRȩ
and innovative large space deployable technologies:
bȩKȩVȩKȩGLȐ?R?@JCȩQ?GJ
bȩKȩVȩKȩBCNJMW?@JCȩQMJ?Pȩ?PP?W
bȩKȩQMJ?PȩQ?GJȩ@MMKQȩ
The aim is to develop these technologies from a current TRL of 2-3
to 6-8 within the 3 years of the
proposed DEPLOYTECH project.
Why is this project important
for Europe?
Space deployable structures (gosQ?KCPȩ QRPSARSPCQȩ ?PCȩ AMKNJCVȩ
and the development/testing of
such systems can be challenging
?LBȩ CVNCLQGTC ȩ 2FCȩ "#.*-72#!&ȩ
project brings a group of world
JC?BCPQ ȩGLȩRFCȩȏCJB ȩGLȩ#SPMNCȩ?LBȩ
will push the TRL of the technology through coordinated development of key technologies in order
to mature deployable structure
technology in the near term for
future use in space.
%LT ALBP QEFP MOLGB@Q ?BKBȎQ
European citizens?
European citizens will be able
RMȩ @CLCȏRȩ DPMKȩ RFCȩ SQCȩ MDȩ LCUȩ
space technology, which can poRCLRG?JJWȩ CL?@JCȩ KMPCȩ CȑAGCLR ȩ
JGEFRCPȩ K?QQȩ ?LBȩ ȐCVG@JCȩ QN?ACȩ
structures and systems to be used
in space. New missions/space applications can be conveived using ultra-light structures such as
solar arrays, solar sail propulsion
systems and deorbit systems in a
KMPCȩAMQRȩCȎCARGTC ȩȐCVG@JCȩK?Lner.
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